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Sudden cardiac death �SCD� is a frequent cause of death and may occur even if the
electrocardiogram seems to be similar to that of a healthy individual. A method which not only
identifies the risk but also provides an estimate of the time of an impending cardiac arrest is
proposed. Analyzing 159 electrocardiograms in natural time, the authors find that the key quantity
is the entropy change under time reversal. After it becomes maximum at the scale of 13 heartbeats,
ventricular fibrillation starts within �3 h in 16 out of 18 SCDs. The method also distinguishes
congestive heart failure patients from SCD. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2768928�

The healthy heart beats irregularly. Initial studies
showed that, in healthy subjects, heart-rate fluctuation dis-
plays 1/ f noise and fractal dynamics with long-range corre-
lation, e.g., Ref. 1. Later, e.g., Refs. 2 and 3, even higher
complexity was reported, which breaks down in illness.4–8

Physiological time series most likely9,10 contain stochas-
tic and deterministic components. Since entropy is a concept
equally applicable to deterministic as well as stochastic pro-
cesses, its use is preferred9 here in the electrocardiogram
�ECG� analysis. Our approach differs essentially from that of
other authors, because the entropy we employ is defined11 in
an entirely different time domain, i.e., the natural time do-
main. This has already been shown11,12 to provide a useful
tool to distinguish similar looking signals that are emitted
from systems of different dynamics.

The natural time � is introduced13,14 by ascribing to the
m th pulse of an electric signal consisting of N pulses, the
value �m=m /N, and the analysis is made in terms of
the couple ��m ,Qm�, where Qm denotes the duration of the
m th pulse. For example, Fig. 1 shows how the RR �beat-to-
beat� interval time series can be read in natural time. The
entropy S in the natural time domain is defined11 as
S= �� ln ��− ���ln���, where �f�����	m=1

N pmf��m� and
pm=Qm /	n=1

N Qn. It is dynamic entropy depending on the se-
quential order of pulses.9 The entropy obtained upon
considering15 the time reversal T, i.e., Tpm= pN−m+1, is la-
beled by S− �Figs. 1�c� and 1�d� show how the reading of
Figs. 1�a� and 1�b� becomes under time reversal�. It was
found15 that, in general, S− is different from S, and hence S
shows the breaking of the time-reversal symmetry. The dif-
ference S-S− will be hereafter labeled �S; this will also have
a subscript ��Si� meaning that the calculation is made �for
each S and S−� at a scale i �=number of successive pulses�.
We shall show below that �Si, if calculated at proper scales,
is probably the key measure that may identify the impending
sudden cardiac risk as well as provide an estimate of the time
of its occurrence. Sudden cardiac death remains a major
cause of death in industrialized countries.16–18

The data analyzed in natural time are 159 long-lasting
�from several hours to around 24 h� ECG recordings, which
come from databases,19 containing �i� 72 healthy subjects

�H�, �ii� 44 patients with congestive heart failure �CHF�, �iii�
25 subjects with atrial fibrillation �AF�, and �iv� 18 individu-
als who suffered sudden cardiac death �SCD� �see Appendix
1 of Ref. 20�. The results presented here refer to the RR
intervals �see Fig. 1�, i.e., Qm=RRm, as well as to the NN
intervals, i.e., Qm=NNm. The latter are intervals between
consecutive normal beats, while intervals between pairs of
normal beats surrounding an ectopic beat are discarded.

In our procedure, a window of length i is sliding, each
time by one pulse, through the whole time series. The entro-
pies S and S−, and therefrom their difference �Si, are calcu-
lated each time. Thus, we form a new time series consisting
of successive �Si values �see Appendix 2 of Ref. 20�. The
standard deviation of these values is denoted by ���Si�.
Upon shuffling the Qm randomly �thus destroying any infor-
mation hidden in the ordering of the heartbeats9,21�, the �Si
values turn to a sequence of different values labeled �Si

shuf

whose standard deviation is designated by ���Si
shuf� �its the-

oretical estimation is given in Appendix 3 of Ref. 20�. The
measure Ni����Si

shuf� /���Si�, which quantifies the extent
to which the ordering of the heartbeats contributes to the �Si
values �being unity for a random process�, is also computed.

We first present the results for the determination of the
occurrence time of the impending cardiac arrest that are ob-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic diagram �not in scale� of a four heart-
beat excerpt of an ECG in the usual �conventional� time domain. The dura-
tions Qm, Qm+1, and Qm+2 of the three RR intervals are shown. �b� The RR
interval time series of �a� read in natural time; the vertical bars are equally
spaced, appropriately separated, i.e., by a distance 1/N �where N= i denotes
the window length, see also Appendix 2 of Ref. 20�, but the length of each
bar denotes the duration of the corresponding RR interval marked in �a�.
This differs essentially from the plot of the Qm vs the index m. In �c� and �d�,
we depict �a� and �b�, respectively, but under time reversal.
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tained from the time evolution of �Si deduced from the RR
time series. In Fig. 2�a�, we give as an example the time
series of �S13, for one SCD, i.e., the one labeled 30. In the
horizontal axis, the time is measured from the ventricular
fibrillation �VF� onset. The time of the VF initiation for each
SCD �except the individual 49 who paced with no VF� is
given.19 VF initiation remains one of the leading immediate
causes of sudden cardiac death.22 The maximum and the
minimum values of �S13 will be labeled max��S13� and
min��S13�, respectively. The times of their appearances are
designated Tmax and Tmin, respectively. An inspection of Fig.
2�a� in conjunction with Table 1 of Ref. 20 reveals that
Tmax
28 150 s and Tmin
6000 s �before the VF onset�. The

corresponding values for all the other SCDs studied are also
given in the same table, which presents the extrema of �S13
along with the time of their appearance. These values, which
are depicted in Fig. 2�b�, reveal that interestingly in the vast
majority of SCD �i.e., in all 18 SCDs except the individuals
32 and 45, the latter having a history of ventricular ectopy�,
they are smaller than around 3 h. In other words, only for
two individuals �i.e., 32 and 45� out of 18, both Tmax and Tmin
are larger than around 3 h. The results for a variety of other
length scales are summarized in Fig. 2�c�, where we plot in
red the number of SCD that violates both conditions, i.e.,
Tmax�3 h and Tmin�3 h, at various scales. The probability
to have such a result by chance is also shown in the right
vertical scale. This probability has been found by Monte
Carlo calculation, in which the observation times for both
extrema, i.e., Tmin and Tmax, were assumed to be uniformly
distributed within the total duration Ttotal of the record for
each individual �see Table 1 of Ref. 20�. We observe that for
small scales �i�30�, the observed number of SCD differs
significantly from the one expected by chance. Especially,
the probability to find by chance the result obtained at i
=13 is smaller than 0.2%. In other words, an optimum length
scale �i.e., i=13 heartbeats� exists, at which the magnitude of
�Si maximizes �in 16 out of 18 cases� 
3 h �at the most�
before the VF onset, thus signaling the imminent risk.

Since many SCD experience arrhythmia �consisting of
one or more types including premature ventricular contrac-
tions �PVCs�, AF, and nonsustained tachycardia�, it has been
confirmed �through a direct inspection of the ECG� that the
extreme values of �S13 in Fig. 2�b� mainly come from trains
of occurrences of PVCs. We emphasize, however, that be-
yond the PVCs, the method of �Si captures additional ele-
ments of cardiac dynamics that distinguish SCD from other
individuals as it will now be discussed.

In Fig. 3�a�, we plot N3�NN� versus ���S7��NN� de-
duced from the NN time series of all individuals except for
the 25 AFs �since for the latter, relevant NN annotations were
not available�. This figure reveals the major importance of
the N3�NN� in two respects. First, the vast majority of SCD
�i.e., 14 out of 18, lying in the shaded region� exhibit
N3�NN� values that are smaller than the minimum N3�NN�
value, labeled Hmin, computed among the H investigated
�this is plotted with a horizontal green line�. Second, the vast
majority of CHF have N3�NN� values larger than Hmin, thus
allowing in principle a distinction between CHF and SCD.

In Fig. 3�b�, we plot N3�RR� versus ���S7��RR� de-
duced from the RR time series, respectively. This figure
shows that the distinction between CHF and SCD achieved
in Fig. 3�a� is now lost. This is understood in the context that
frequent PVCs influence the RR time series �but not the NN�
of both CHF and SCD. A closer inspection of Fig. 3�b�,
however, reveals two important points. First, almost all
SCDs �i.e., except 32� exhibit N3�RR� values that are smaller
�hence high complexity breaks down� than the minimum
value Hmin computed in H, thus emphasizing again the im-
portance of the scale i=3. Second, the shaded region that
contains the vast majority of AF �18 out of 25� lies to the
right of the maximum value of ���S7��RR� observed in H,
labeled Hmax �the right most vertical green line�. Four out of
the five SCDs �i.e., except 47� located in this region also
suffered from atrial fibrillation; thus this shaded region
seems to separate AF from the others.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Results from the analysis of the RR time series: �a�
plot of the quantity �S13 vs the time to the VF onset for one SCD, i.e., 30.
The quantities max��S13� and min��S13� are shown by arrows. �b� For each
of the 18 SCDs �each bar corresponds to each individual�, we plot the
max��S13� value—in the upper part �i.e., positive �S13 axis�—and the value
min��S13�—in the lower part �i.e., negative �S13 axis�—vs the time it ap-
pears before the VF onset. The shaded part indicates the last 3 h before the
VF onset. �c� The red curve shows the number of SCD that violates both
conditions Tmax�3 h and Tmin�3 h as a function of scale i. The probability
to achieve by chance the relevant number of SCD is drawn by blue bars
�right vertical scale�.
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In order to understand the physical origin of the present
findings, we resort to the neural influences on cardiovascular
variability. Let us consider that, physiologically, the origin of
the complex dynamics of heart rate has been attributed to
antagonistic activity of the two branches of the autonomic
nervous system, i.e., the parasympathetic and the sympa-
thetic nervous systems, respectively, decreasing and increas-
ing heart rate.1,5,23,24 Their net result is what seems to be
actually captured by �Si, as shown in Appendix 4 of Ref. 20.
A variety of research has now established25 two clear fre-
quency bands in heart rate and blood pressure with auto-
nomic involvement: �i� a higher frequency �HF� band, which
lies in26,27 the range of 0.15–0.40 Hz and is5 “indicative of
the presence of respiratory modulation of the heart rate” or
reflects27 “modulation of vagal activity, primarily by breath-
ing” and �ii� a lower frequency �LF� band from
0.04 to 0.15 Hz �i.e., at around 0.1 Hz�, which is usually de-
scribed as corresponding to26 “the process of slow regulation
of blood pressure and heart rate” or that27 “it reflects modu-
lation of sympathetic or parasympathetic activity by baroflex
mechanisms” due to5 “the emergence of a limit cycle caused
by the vascular sympathetic delay” �its exact explanation,
however, is still strongly debated28�. The aforementioned
scale i=13 �see �S13 in Fig. 2�b�� corresponds to the LF
band, while the scale i=3 �see N3 in Fig. 3� to the HF band.
Thus, the magnitude of �Si, when calculated for length

scales corresponding to the HF and LF bands, quantifies the
extent to which the processes, modulation of vagal activity
primarily by breathing and the slow regulation of blood pres-
sure and heart rate, are “disorganized,” respectively.

In summary, the entropy change �Si under time reversal,
at the scale i=3 heart beats, identifies the sudden cardiac
death risk and distinguishes SCD from truly healthy indi-
viduals as well as from those with the life-threatening con-
gestive heart failure. Furthermore, in those classified as SCD,
the measured �Si at the scale i=13 heartbeats provides an
estimate of the occurrence time of the impending VF onset.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Quantity N3 vs ���S7� for �a� the NN and �b� the RR
time series. The green horizontal line corresponds to the minimum N3 value
computed in H.
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